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                    [b/w]
20:00:13      mother feeding baby with bottle
-20:00:24

20:00:41      girl picking her nose
20:00:44      woman and newborn
20:01:45      mother holding baby by car parked parallel to coastline
                    [color]
20:11:00      Florida
                    [b/w]
20:13:38      child on porch
                    [color]
20:15:01      auto  (1941)
20:22:12      woman throwing snow at relatives while at rest stop in Colorado?
                    [b/w]
20:22:26      Will Rogers shrine, street scenes
20:46:02      children skiing on ice, father receiving them at other end, father dressed as policeman
                    woman shoveling snow, child throwing snow balls at dog
20:00:00      mother feeding newborn with formula
                    mother with newborn in arms
20:01:46      mother and baby standing by coastline road
20:02:01      family eating and stretching at rest stop
                    many relatives carrying babies
20:06:40      family members walking away from cars (as if for picnic?)
20:07:23      reflection of building in water, TILT up of building
                    mother feeding baby with spoon
                    [color]
20:09:21      baby walking, parents following him
20:10:20      front view of residence (in the South?, Fla.?)
20:10:56      family coming out of mansion, palm trees in background
20:12:21      mother and baby in Caribbean? or Florida, historical fortress in background
20:12:54      elegant house in rural area
20:13:39      baby holding doll, mom pushing girl in swing, girl playing with dog
20:15:01      family hanging laundry on lines
                    gas station
20:15:44      mother and daughter crossing long pedestrian bridge
20:16:10      man pulling bucket from well, mother standing next to well, house in mountains
20:17:30      Colorado?, scenic views, POV of long road, mountains, sunny skies from car
20:18:05      family members throwing snow balls at each other in high point with snowy mountains
                    in background
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20:18:43      car coming out of tunnel
20:19:05      sign at entrance of tourist site (tunnel): “The Opera Lode”"
20:19:28      ghost town
                    woman reading street sign: “Dillon, Denver 63”
20:20:31      man and woman climbing rocks
                    Grand Canyon view
20:23:04      Denver - street scene, triangular building, traffic, buildings, etc.
20:51:23      Empire State Building  (1934)
20:51:54      Times Square
20:52:06      Paramount Theatre marquee: “Shirley Temple in Little Miss Marker”  (1934)
20:52:43      Empire State Building
-20:57:53


